Vw new beetle headlight

Time Required. An awesome member of our community made this guide. It is not managed by
iFixit staff. It is quite easy to replace a burnt-out headlight bulb in your Volkswagen New Beetle,
although it may not be obvious how to do it. Instead of taking the car to a dealer, save time and
money by doing it yourself. The replacement bulb used is a 55 Watt H7 halogen bulb for either
low or high beam; the parking light bulb is 5W type also known as W5W. Buy these tools. Before
you decide to change a burnt-out bulb, make sure it's not the blown fuse that keeps you in the
dark. You will need to open the fuse block cover that is located on the left hand side of the
dashboard. Use a thin flat object, such as a flat head screwdriver or a key to pop open the
cover. Use the reference card and the white plastic tweezers attached to the back of the fuse
cover to locate and pull out fuses responsible for headlight bulbs. Fuses 18 and 19 are for high
beam bulbs; 20 and 21 - for low beam; 22 and 23 - for parking lights. Pull fuses one by one so as
not to mix them up. Fuse body is semi-transparent. Look at it from the side to see if the fuse is
good. You have verified that all fuses are OK, and it must be the bulb that has burned out. To
replace a bulb you will need to remove the entire headlight assembly by sliding it out of its
housing in the fender. First, unlock the hood by pulling the handle located on the left hand side
of the driver's foot well. The headlight assembly on the passenger side can be easily found,
while on the driver side it hides beneath the battery. It may be useful to remove the battery
cover - this will provide a little more 'viewing' and a bit more 'maneuvering'. On the passenger
side the nut is clearly visible; turn it clockwise. On the driver side you will need to reach
between the battery and the car body, using a nut driver with a long handle, to turn the nut
counterclockwise. Doing so may rotate it back into a locking position. Once the headlight
assembly is unlocked, press down on the bright locking lever - it is visible when looking
straight down from above the headlight. On the driver side only a portion of the locking lever is
visible between the battery and the air box, but you can still reach it with a screwdriver that has
a long handle. While pressing down on the locking lever, push the headlight assembly forward
and out of its housing. Careful - it may take a hard push and it might lurch out suddenly. Locate
the bulb cover at the back of the assembly. Unclip and open the cover to expose bulbs. Remove
the electrical connector and pull out the bulb that you want to replace. The low beam bulb is
held in place with a clip. Other bulbs are held by friction; use pliers to gently pull them out. Put
in the replacement bulb and reattach the connector. Do not touch the bulb glass with your bare
hands -- oils from your fingers will remain on the glass and cause it to crack when it heats after
turning the lights on. When inserting the headlight assembly back into the housing, make sure
that the housing locator guides fit into the catches on both sides of the assembly. Again use the
5mm nut driver to turn the locking nut that locks the assembly in its housing. After the
reassembly, make sure you turn the locking mechanism in the indicated direction to lock the
headlight assembly in place, otherwise there may be poor electrical contact and the lights may
not work. Cancel: I did not complete this guide. Badges: Thanks so much for that photo of the
lever itself. Wish I'd seen your photo first -- would have saved 30 minutes of cursing :. Be
warned that the assembly will slip easily into position without the locator guides being inside
the catches on the unit, and the locking lever will click into place, but the locking nut will not
tighten it into position. Don't ask me how many times I repeated this before I did it properly
because I will lie! I never heard a "click"; however, I lock the hex nut ok. So the light works but
seems like the car hits a bump and the light jumps out of the connector enough to stop working.
Any thoughts? Im an engineer and I was fighting with the headlight wondering why I couldn't
loosen the latch to get it out. I feel like this was a bad design Fix Your Stuff. Difficulty Easy.
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Statistics:. One of the things that makes the Volkswagen Beetle look so unique is its headlight
assembly design. Replacing an old or damaged headlight assembly can help keep your Bug in
excellent condition for the road. The most common reason for replacing the headlight assembly
or one of the headlight components on your Bug is replacing a bad or damaged headlight. This
can mean replacing just the headlight bulb, fixing the wiring, or replacing the entire headlight
assembly. During its year run, the Beetle generally kept its classic size and look even with
various modifications and improvements over the years. Some of the most vital components
that might need to be replaced in your VW Bug are the headlights. Here are a few reasons for
replacing your headlights:. If the issue is a blown bulb, you can easily get a pair of Volkswagen
Beetle headlight bulb replacements and just switch out the bad bulbs with the new ones. If

corroded contact points or faulty wiring is the issue, you might need to take the vehicle to your
local mechanic for electrical repairs. Another popular reason for replacing the headlight
assembly on your Bug is upgrading to aftermarket headlights for a better light source such as
LED or to update the look of your Beetle. Most VW Bugs have halogen headlights, so upgrading
to LED headlamps is a popular modification because LED headlamps are much more efficient
and long-lasting compared to halogen bulbs. To do this for your Beetle, you will need an LED
headlight conversion kit and a new headlight assembly. Aside from changing the light source,
you can also replace the headlight assembly on your classic bug with a modern looking one to
update its look or an old-school one to give your New Beetle a vintage appeal. There are various
colors and finishes available for you to choose from including clear or dark lenses, and black or
chrome headlight interiors. You can also get a headlight with a unique lighting configuration,
such as halo projector or HID headlights, to give your Bug a sportier look. You can also get
headlight accessories, such as chrome headlight rings or headlight eyebrows, for a truly
custom look. The model year and trim of your Beetle will affect the final cost of the replacement
headlight assembly. When replacing your headlight bulbs or headlight assembly, always
replace in pairs to ensure that both sides are working properly and in similar condition. Some
headlights are sensitive to a variety of chemical solvents and cleaners. That is why it's
important to consult the VW Beetle's vehicle manual for care and maintenance instructions.
However, there are some cleaning tips that don't require cleaning agents and other harmful
chemicals. One of these tips is using only soap and water to wipe the exterior headlight lenses.
Always make sure that just enough pressure is applied on the lenses to prevent cracking or
etching. Another way to care for the headlight is through moisture prevention. Since most
vehicles today come with composite headlights, moisture tends to enter the assembly, causing
"fogging over" under dew point conditions. Therefore, applying a sealant around the headlight's
edges is one of the most popular ways to keep moisture out. The old and new Volkswagen
Beetle share the same exterior look. Both have that headlight with the big "bug-eyed" lens. The
difference comes only in their headlights' internal structure. To replace the old Beetle's
headlight, the entire sealed-beam headlight assembly must be removed. On the other hand, the
new Beetle's headlight can be replaced just by changing two small light bulbs. Unlike in the old
Beetle, replacing the headlight on a new Beetle doesn't require any mechanical tool to be used.
The only things necessary for the repair include a clean cloth, some paper towels, and a bit of
adhesive remover. Basically, there are two types of lights, halogen lights and LED lights. Both
are widely used in the automotive industry, but both differ in their features and prices. Getting
the appropriate type of light for a VW Beetle depends on the vehicle application, either for
off-roading or for daily driving. For the sake of comparison, LED lights don't have filaments
unlike halogen lights, making them more resistant to vibration when driving on rough surfaces.
On the other hand, halogen headlights use filaments that can break when the car shakes
rigorously, making them consumable and fit for daily driving only. Though they require
replacement more often, halogen headlights cost a lot cheaper than LED lights, perfect for
those who are on a tight budget and those who are not into fancy replacement. We've Made a
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